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Abstract. In this paper we study the impact of denoising the raw high
angular resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI) data with the Non-Local
Means filter adapted to Rician noise (NLMr). We first show that NLMr
filtering improves robustness of apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) and
orientation distribution function (ODF) reconstructions from synthetic
HARDI datasets. Our results suggest that the NLMr filtering improve the
quality of anisotropy maps computed from ADC and ODF and improve
the coherence of q-ball ODFs with the underlying anatomy while not de-
grading angular resolution. These results are shown on a biological phan-
tom with known ground truth and on a real human brain dataset. Most
importantly, we show that multiple measurements of diffusion-weighted
(DW) images and averaging these images along each direction can be
avoided because NLMr filtering of the individual DW images produces
better quality generalized fractional anisotropy maps and more accurate
ODF fields than when computed from the averaged DW datasets.
1 Introduction
In diffusion-weighted MR imaging (DWI), increasing b-value and decreasing
voxel size both improve the separability of the different components at the voxel
level, and allow better characterization of fiber crossing. However, these modi-
fied MR sequences also drastically reduce the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the
acquired images, where some intensities are close to the background noise level.
This noise is severely detrimental to the analysis of diffusion-weighted (DW)
data, even in the simple, cylindrically symmetrical, single-fiber model case [1].
One possible harmful consequence is that one may infer more complexity in
the tissue under study than what really exists. In magnitude MR images, noise
is often Rician-distributed with standard reconstruction methods, and is often
conveniently approximated as Gaussian in high SNR regions. This hypothesis no
longer holds for low SNR DWI. In the context of diffusion tensor MRI (DTI),
recent attempts have been made to account for the Rician noise to regularize
the DW data [2], to estimate the diffusion tensor [3], or to perform both tasks
simultaneously [4]. However, among the existing methods to estimate and/or
regularize orientation distribution function (ODF) reconstructions from high an-
gular resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI) [5–8], the Rician noise bias has just
started to be addressed. In [5], local geometries of 3D curves are used in a re-
laxation labeling framework to regularize fields of DT and ODFs and show good
results without modeling the Rician noise explicitly. On the other hand, [6] uses
a variational flow formulation to estimate a robust field of ODF that incorpo-
rates a possibly more complex noise distribution to account for the Rician bias.
Other very recent attempts, similar in spirit to our approach because working
directly on the raw DWI, includes the correction of the raw DWI signal [8] and
inject a Rician statistics term in the iterative algorithm that reconstructs the
fibre orientation density [8] or use a linear mean square error estimator that
restores DWI using a Rician noise modeling [7].
To remove noise artifacts, DTI and HARDI acquisitions are often repeated
multiple times along each gradient direction (typically, 3 to 10 measurements)
and each DW image is averaged to create the dataset to be processed. This
averaging increases acquisition time considerably. In this paper, we propose to
filter with a specific Rician-based, structure-preserving, NLMeans method, which
recently showed to outperform other state-of-the-art methods and in particular
the classical Gaussian version of the NLMeans to denoise DTI at low b-values [9].
The filtering is applied on the raw DWI before estimating the ADC and diffusion
ODF estimated from q-ball imaging (QBI). We want to see if robustness of the
ADC and ODF estimation is improved by the filtering of the raw DWI and if
angular resolution of QBI is affected by this filtering. Most importantly, we want
to see if multiple measurements of DW images and averaging these images along
each direction can be avoided to potentially reduce acquisition time.
2 Method
2.1 Non-Local Means Filtering Adapted to Rician Noise
The Non Local Means (NLM) filter restores the intensity x of a voxel v by
computing a weighted average of all the voxels intensity in the neighborhood V
of v using carefully chosen weights wi such that
∑
wi = 1. The original version
of the NLM filter [10] is well adapted for Gaussian distributed noise, but must
be extended to account for the Rician noise present in DWI. Two main problems
need to be tackled. First, how to remove the noise, and second, how to remove the
statistical bias. These two problems are solved using a slight modification of the
NLM filter. A second order moment of the Rician distribution is incorporated,
which is E(X2) = µ2 + 2σ2, where µ is the true signal value and σ is the
noise variance. This value σ is estimated from the data with the pseudo-residual
method [11]. The key idea is to restore the squared value of the signal instead
of the signal itself and then correct for the bias using an estimation of the noise
variance. The Rician NLM filter (NLMr) is then:
NLMr(x) =
√ ∑
xi∈V
wix2i − 2σ
2, (1)
where x is the voxel intensity to restore and V is a neighborhood around x. Note
that Eq. 1 may yield negative values. In such cases the resulting restoration is
set to zero. In practice, in our experiments on real data, negative values were
only found in the background of the images.
The weights wi are simply computed using the classical L2 norm between
two neighborhoods, N and Ni of size S, around x and xi:
wi =
1
Z(i)
e−
√
1
S
∑
S
k
‖yk−zk‖
2
h
where Z(i) is a normalization constant with Z(i) =
∑
i wi, yk, zk are the in-
tensities of the k-th voxels in neighborhood N around Ni and Nj , and h is the
filtering parameter that is set to σ in practice (more details are found in [12, 9]).
2.2 ADC and ODF Reconstruction
From HARDI measurements, several functions such as the ADC and the ODF
can be reconstructed to recover information about the diffusion displacement
probability of water molecules. Recently, the spherical harmonic basis was shown
to be a powerful tool to estimate both functions [13–18]. ADC estimation on
HARDI data is the generalization of diffusion tensor estimation in a higher or-
der space and several high order anisotropy measures can be extracted from this
representation [17]. However, to extract fiber orientation, the diffusion ODF is
more appropriate and agrees with the underlying principal directions of fiber
bundles. In this paper, we compute ADC and ODF estimation using an even
order spherical harmonic basis of order L, as done in [13, 14, 17] and [18] respec-
tively. We also compute the generalized fractional anisotropy (GFA) maps from
the estimated q-ball ODFs.
2.3 Synthetic Datasets and Real Datasets
Synthetic Data Experiment We perform synthetic data experiments quanti-
fying the error on the sphere for the filtered DW imagesm the ADC and ODF re-
constructions. We also quantify the angular error in the fiber directions detected
from the ODF and the angular resolution limitation before and after filtering. We
use the multi-tensor model with Rician noise to generate synthetic DWI datasets
consisting of 6, 30x30 slices with fibers of width 6 voxels with crossing regions.
This synthetic data generation is illustrated in [17, 18]. It has the advantage of
producing known ground truth ADC and ODF profiles as well as ground truth
fiber orientations. We use profiles with eigenvalues [1390,355,355]x10−6mm2/s
for single fiber voxels (FA = 0.7) and crossing voxels are composed with equal
volume fraction. DW images were generated along 81 gradient directions corre-
sponding to a 3rd order tessellation of the sphere, b-value 1000 and 3000 s/mm2,
SNR varying between 5 and 50 and crossing fiber angle between 30◦ and 90◦.
Finally, each noisy DW image was denoised with NLMr and the ADC and ODF
profiles were estimated before and after NLMr filtering with a spherical harmonic
basis of order L = 4, 6, and 8.
DWI curves ADC curves ODF curves
Fig. 1. Root mean squared (RMS) error curves between ground truth (solid lines) DWI
signal, ADC, ODF and the denoised (dashed lines) DWI signal, ADC and ODF with
the NLMr filter for reconstruction of order L = 4 while varying SNR between 5 and 50
and b-value 1000 (red curves) and 3000 s/mm2 (blue curves).
Real Datasets The biological phantom was created from two excised rat spinal
cords embedded in 2% agar (see [5]). The acquisition was done on a 1.5T scanner
using 90 encoding directions, with b = 3000 s/mm2, TR= 6.4 s, TE= 110 ms,
2.8 mm isotropic voxels and four signal averages per direction. The SNR of a
single DW image in the spinal cord was estimated to SNR 5 and the correspond-
ing averaged DW image with SNR 10. We perform NLMr on each of the four
DW datasets and compare the GFA maps and ODF reconstructions with the
averaged dataset.
The human brain dataset was acquired on a 3T scanner using 80 encoding
directions, with b = 3000 s/mm2, TR = 4 s, TE = 122 ms, 1.25 mm x 1.25 mm
x 3 mm voxels and three signal averages per direction. The SNR of a single T2
image and single DW image in the white matter was estimated to SNR 6 and
2 respectively. The corresponding average T2 and DW image have a SNR of 11
and 4 respectively. We perform NLMr on each of the three raw DWI datasets
and and compare the GFA maps and ODF reconstructions with the averaged
dataset. Estimation order was fixed to L = 4 in the ODF reconstructions as well
as for the biological phantom dataset.
3 Results
Synthetic Data Experiment First, Fig. 1 illustrates the root mean squared
(RMS) error made on the sphere when comparing ground truth DWI, ADC
and ODF profiles with their respective noisy and NLMr filtered profiles on the
sphere. The error was computed from the projection of each function of the
sphere tessellated with a fine mesh corresponding to a 16th order tessellation.
As one would expect, DW images are closer to ground truth DW images after
NLMr filtering. As a consequence, ADC and ODF estimation are more robust
to noise for all SNR experiments. In particular, the error gap between non-
filtered and filtered DWI, ADC and ODF reconstructions on the sphere is more
order L true θsep % of crossing detected θsep angular error
4 63◦ 16% 65◦ 1.1 ± 3.4◦
6 59◦ 67% 60◦ 2.9 ± 10◦
8 58◦ 64% 60◦ 8.5 ± 12◦
Table 1. Average angular error and resolution limit on synthetic data with SNR 35.
We show angular resolution in the noise-free case (true θsep ), average % of crossing
voxels correctly detected for that true angle in the NLMr filtered noisy case and in the
NLMr filtered noisy case (θsep), and the angular error from the detected ODF peaks.
important to SNR values lower than 15. This is the range in which most real
HARDI acquisitions stand (especially at high b-values).
Second, Table 1 illustrates the angular resolution limit of the q-ball ODF
reconstructions as well as the angular error made on the detected ODF peak.
We first report the angular resolution in the noise-free case (true θsep). That is
the angle under which the two fiber compartments cannot be discriminated and
only a single ODF peak is detected. Then, we report the average percentage of
crossing voxels correctly detected for that true separation angle when the ODF
is reconstructed from the noisy DW images filtered with NLMr. We see that
not all crossing voxels are correctly discriminated. However, more than one half
of crossing voxels are identified as crossing for estimation order 6 and 8. In the
next column, we report the angular resolution limitation of the NLMr filtered
reconstructions, θsep. That is, the angle at which all crossing voxels are cor-
rectly discriminated with two maxima. We see that this separation angle limit
is less than 2 degrees from the true angular resolution. Finally, we see that the
average angular error made on the detected ODF peaks is less than 9 degrees for
all order reconstructions. As expected, the error increases as estimation order
does because high order frequencies in the estimation are more noisy. Although
not shown here, the angular error on the ODF maxima is several degrees larger
when no filtering is applied before ODF reconstruction. Overall, these synthetic
simulation results suggest that NLMr filtering of the raw HARDI data preserves
angular resolution of QBI and that angular error is kept small for small order
estimations. We thus choose L = 4 reconstructions for the real data experiments.
Real Data Experiment Fig. 2 illustrates the added value of NLMr filter-
ing on the GFA maps and ODF reconstructions for the biological phantom. We
see that NLMr filtering on each DWI dataset removes most of the noise artifacts
and enhances the signal in the cords. Since there is major signal loss observed
in some of the individual DWI datasets, one cannot hope to obtain a better
denoised individual GFA map than the averaged GFA map. However, the aver-
age of all four GFA with NLMr filtering qualitatively looks smoother than the
averaged GFA without filtering. Hence, most of filtered ODF profiles are more
coherent with the underlying structure and we see that the crossing information
is preserved. Moreover, the NLM filtering enhances some fiber compartments,
#1 #2 #3 #4 Average
GFA
GFA-NLMr
T1-weighted
ODFs from average ODFs from average-NLMr
Fig. 2. NLMr filtering improve ODF reconstructions on a biological phantom.
indicated in the white box, due to the neighborhood support of each separate
principal orientation.
Fig. 3 illustrates the added value of NLMr filtering on the real human brain
dataset. We see that each GFA image reconstructed after NLMr filtering of the
respective DWI datasets is better denoised than the averaged GFA image. The
ODF images show a crossing region in a coronal slice between the corpus callosum
(CC) and corticospinal tract (CST). ODF profiles reconstructed after filtering
have less spurious peaks and are better aligned with the known anatomy. We
also see that ODF profiles remain sharp and multiple peaked. Hence, the Rician
noise bias is removed while producing a qualitatively more coherent field of ODF
that seems to preserve crossing fiber information, as suggested by the synthetic
simulations.
4 Discussion & Conclusions
Results on synthetic datasets with low SNR (< 15) and real noisy datasets
with SNR between 2 and 5 and b-value 3000 s/mm2 illustrate the added value
of NLMr for HARDI. This suggests that NLMr filtering could be added as a
restoration step in diffusion MRI processing pipeline before DTI and HARDI
GFA / GFA-NLMr #1 GFA / GFA-NLMr #2
GFA / GFA-NLMr #3 Average (#1,#2, #3) GFA
ODF #1 ODF #1 after NLMr Average ODF
Fig. 3. NLMr filtering improves ODF reconstructions and estimated GFA maps on a
human brain HARDI dataset. The ODFs are overlaid on the coronal filtered GFA slice.
reconstructions. This restoration will become even more important for higher
b-value HARDI acquisitions, where the signal is largely attenuated and Rician
noise bias dominates the raw DW signal.
Overall, we have presented the impact of non-local means filtering adapted
to Rician noise on HARDI datasets with a special focus on the estimation of
the ADC and ODF profiles as well as the fiber detection and angular limitation
of the ODF reconstruction on controlled synthetic datasets with varying SNR
and b-value. The NLMr filtering was evaluated on a biological phantom with
known underlying fiber bundle orientation. The added value of NLMr filtering
was shown on a real human brain dataset with crossing and poor SNR. Our
results suggest that the NLMr filtering improve the quality of anisotropy maps
from ADC/ODF estimation and improve the coherence of q-ball ODFs with the
underlying anatomy while preserving angular resolution. Therefore, the need
of multiple measurement and averaging along each gradient directions seems
unecessary for human brain acquisitions, which can potentially greatly reduce
acquisition time. Is is now important to further analyze the effect of NLMr
filtering on the b-value used and on the choice of local HARDI reconstruction
algorithm and on the resulting tractography output.
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